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intro
Welcome to the alfa.society. The aim of our project is to give our members the means and opportunity to generate 

and multiply capital available to them, giving them a critical edge in the race for financial freedom.

The alfa.society will be a central hub for liquidity generation, we aim to achieve this through the use of our suite of 

“free money tools” within our alfa.dapp. The tools within the dapp, explained in more detail below, will allow users to 

create usable capital with minimal effort or cost on their part.

We also want to give our members the best opportunity to make use of this capital. The alfa.chat will be an exclusive 

members-only chat where the best alpha from across the space is aggregated, including mint & presale 

opportunities, forwarded alpha from other exclusive alpha-driven gated communities and much more.

Our alfa.society members will also have access to a novel and market leading sniper bot and trading hub. The 

alfa.sniper gives users an advantage over 99% of people in the space. We want alfa.society buys to be at the top of 

the list on all of the best token launches. The alfa.trade hub will enable members to identify those launches with the 

best scanners and signals available.

We offer the tools, utilities, and knowledge for the users of the alfa.society to grow their networth from nothing to 

something substantial.

generate & multiply capital with alfa.society
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alfa.chat

alfa.tradealfa.spoofer

alfa.dapp

alfa.sniper

alfa.walletduster alfa.airdropbot

alfa.society is an ecosystem, with $ALFA token at the center
NEW UTILITIES WILL BE ADDED TO GROW THE SOCIETY



alfa.dapp dapp.alfasociety.io

The alfa.dapp will be the hub of alfa.society. Requiring 500,000 (0.5%) $ALFA tokens to enter*(subject to change), 

the dapp will be the home of the capital generating tools being built by the alfa.society team, including, but not 

limited to :

alfa.airdropbot alfa.walletduster

and more to come...
*A pay-per-use feature will be introduced soon so non-holders are also able to benefit from the tools within the dApp,fees generated from this will be distributed 

amongst alfa.society members.

airdrop 1

collectairdrop 2

airdrop 3

alfa.airdropbot

collect

wallet 1

wallet 2

alfa.airdropbot
A zero-effort airdrop monetizer, which is custom programmed for alfa.society users to quickly and easily gain 

eligibility for all of the upcoming, lucrative airdrops in the space. This tool will enable users to perform all the 

necessary interactions for upcoming and current airdrops without having to research or jump through the many 

hoops and hurdles usually required to do so themselves. Imagine being eligible for every one of the biggest airdrops 

in the space in a matter of clicks.

alfa.walletduster
The wallet duster will be a tool enabling alfa.society users to select and sell multiple coins within their wallets (multi-

wallet support) with minimal effort, making for easy wallet clean up. This tool will allow the crypto community, 

especially degens, to clean up all the coins they’ve accumulated over the years, across multiple wallets, in moments, 

and subsequently turn the accumulated value of that dust into usable capital.

alfa.walletduster
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alfa.chat
The alfa.chat will be the cornerstone of the alfa.society ecosystem, and will require 500,000(0.5%) $ALFA tokens to 

enter (subject to change). Based within telegram, the chat will be the central hub for the best alpha aggregated from 

across the space.

This will include auto-forwarding alpha from other exclusive communities, lucrative partnerships with alpha-driven 

projects sharing their ecosystems and alpha, NFT mint & whitelist opportunities and of course alpha from our own 

members and their communities

The chat will provide the opportunities for users to multiply their generated capital and always be steps ahead of the 

rest. In this space knowledge is power and having as much of it as possible in one place will make alfa.chat access a 

must for investors, degens and alpha hunters alike.

alfa.spoofer spoofer.alfasociety.io

The alfa.spoofer is designed for new projects just being deployed. The spoofer distributes a small amount of tokens, 

1.25% of the new tokens total supply, to selected wallets.

1% of the supply goes to the 500 most active-by-volume Uniswap traders of the day, the other 0.25% goes to 

alfa.society users. This means the new project instantly gains 500-600+ holders, and as these 500 top Uniswap 

traders are tracked by many copy-traders they will also see that new token being held by these top trading wallets, 

immediately gaining maximum attention before trading is even enabled from the protocol.

alfa.society users benefit as 0.25% of the total 1.25% allocation is distributed amongst our holders, meaning you 

could have a 100x token land in your wallet without lifting a finger.

We envision this to be a norm for new launches. Benefits include having over 600 holders (for only a 1.25% total 

supply allocation!), which gives immense credibility, and an instant 99 on the project’s holders DEXT score and more 

importantly - exposure.

alpha group 1

collectalpha group 2

alpha group 3

alfa.chat forwarded  
alpha

alfa.spoofer

0x...1n4d

0x...2e3f

0x...90d4

0x...19c3

0x...c8vn

0x...xx5g

500 of the most active-by-
volume Uniswap traders of 

the day

new token 1.25% 
supply
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alfa.sniper
The alfa.sniper is our flagship utility, and as such has two versions and tiered access.
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telegram based sniper
This is a telegram based sniper/scanner combo. In our various alfa.chat sub-channels, alpha or “calls” get forwarded 

and these signals will be coupled with important information about that token or project thanks to our scanner. 

Alongside this information there will be a buy button allowing alfa.chat members to instantaneously buy into a 

project with a couple of clicks having been shown the necessary information to make an informed decision, all from 

the alfa.chat telegram.

dapp based sniper
This will be our best equipped sniper, complete with broad auto-sniping & general auto-sniping. Broad auto-sniping, 

enables you to customize your desired parameters to auto-snipe a token launch, when these parameters are met the 

sniper will snipe those tokens using a pre-defined and pre-loaded wallet whenever trading is enabled on said tokens, 

likely being the first or near first buys thanks to . You will be able to toggle the sniper between Arbitrum & 

Ethereum.

bloux-route

There will be several tiers of sniper beginning at 500,000 (0.5%) $ALFA.

READ OUR SNIPER MANUAL

SEE PROTOTYPE

LAUNCHES

snipelist

SCANNER

POSITIONS

WALLETS

AUTO SNIPER

alfa.sniper

https://bloxroute.com/
https://www.alfasociety.io/post/alfa-sniper-first-look
https://tinyurl.com/2dcpur5u


tokenomics
The $ALFA token will be the primary currency of the alfa.society and will be required to enter the society, private 

chat, and to be able to utilize all tools & utilities on offer, as well as benefit from any fees taken from future PPU 

features.

Taxes will be utilized to acquire new alpha sources, develop utilities, garner partnerships, and marketing.
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ticker :

token name :

contract (renounced):

network :

max supply :

taxes :

 $ALFA


 alfa.society


 0x128ad1ad707c3B36e6F2ac9739f9dF7516FdB592


 ETH


 100,000,000


 6% buy / 6% sell (1% auto lp + 5% marketing & development)

website telegram twitter © 2023 alfa.society

alfa.society

the all-seeing eye is ever so watchful

https://www.alfasociety.io/
https://t.me/AlfaSociety
https://twitter.com/alfasocietyERC
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